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inimum wage hike
may not boost paycheck
By ELLEN EARDLEY
f!!ministration editor
All student workers won't
~ssarily see a larger paycheck
when the minimum wage
increases to $4.75 on Oct 1.
The U.S. Congress passed a
law this summer that will raise
the minimum wage from $4.25 to
$4.75 an hour. Each facility employing
students will need to decide
whether it can afford to keep
student workers without decreasing their total hours.
If the hours must be cut, the
students' paychecks will be about
the same as when they were paid
$4.25 per hour.
If t~....~~ci!iiE- eme~Y.ei: has
sufficient funds and the number
of hours worked does not
decrease, some students could see
an increase in their paychecks.
"It will be up to the individual
fiscal agents to decide how to
handle (the minimum wage
increase)," Flynn said. "Each
fiscal agent will make a decision.
Some may have to cut back on
the hours of their workers, others
might be able to transfer moner
in from other line items."
All of the budgets for this
fiscal year have already been
planned, therefore university
employers cannot increase the
amount of fu11ds appropriated for
student workers unless they move
money from somewhere else in
their budgets.
Students who are employed
through the work-study program
will not see an increase in their
total salary.
"In work study there is a
maximum total amount they can
earn, (the minimum wage
increase) just means that they can
earn the maximum amount at a
faster pace," Flynn said.
Cutting hours would allow
students to earn their maximum
total salary over a longer period
of time.
Non-work-study students who

Extra coins
will make
a change
By NATALIE GOTT
Associate news editor
An extra 50 cents an hour
can go a long way on a college
budget, several students
working on campus said.
And, with the federal
minimum wage increasing to
$4.75 an hour on Oct. 1, many
students are planning what
they will do with the extra
money.
"I need the money to pay
my phone b1lls," said Tamara
Townsend, a sophomore
English major who works in
the library. "My parents won't
pay for that."
Every year, hundreds of
students work on campus in
jobs such as at food service,
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, in academic
departments through a work
study program .and at Booth
Library.
On-campus employment
lets students work as many
hours as their academic
schedule will. allow without
conflicting with their classes.
"With so many classes, it's

See COINS page 2
work in Booth Library Will likely
be making an extra 50 cents an
hour, which will add up.
Alan Lanham, dean of library
services, estimates the wage
increase will cost the library
about $9,000.
"We don't have plans to reduce
student hours. We just can't do
that," Lanham said, noting that

NAOKO KOJllA/Staff photographer
Roger Sebby, Eastem:s new orchestra director; conducts more than 25 music students ThurstJay
afternoon in a rehearsal room in Dounda Fine Arts building.

Retired Air Force conductor
lands· music career at Eastern
By DENISE RENFRO
Campus editor

'

Eastern graduate Roger Sebby directed music
all around the world.
Now, he has retlirned to his alma mater.
But he doesn't know how long he will stay.
"I'm hired for one season," he said. "I'm an
EIU grad and I moved back to Charleston to work
on prerequisites for a master's degree in business
administration from Eastern."
Sebby was hired to direct this year's
university/community orchestra.
Sebby returns to Eastern following his
retirement from the U.S.
Air Force as conductor and commander of
U.S. Air Force Bands worldwide.
Sebby graduated from Eastern in 1968 and
taught strings, band, general music and chorus in
Plainfield, his hometown.
He received his master's degree from Western
Illinois University in 1973 and has also studied
strings at Interlochen, Michigan.
Sebby has conducted with Gerhart Zimmerman, former associate conductor of the St.
Louis Symphony, Leopold _Si~, Vaclav Nelhybel

and Simon Rattle, of the Birmingham Symphony
in England.
Sebby was commissioned an officer in the U.S.
Air Forces and served more than 22 years· as
conductor/commander of seven Air Force bands.
With the Air Force, Sebby has conducted
performances nationally and internationally.
Sebby, is looking for students to join the
orchestra.
"The orchestra is open to all university
stQdents," Sebby said, "especially string students
and students who play viola."
Eastern's orchestra will share the first concert
of the season with Eastern's band.
The homecoming 'concert will be at 3 p.m. on
Oct. 20.
Katherine Terrell, an opera and Broadway
vocalist and an Eastern graduate will be the guest
artist for the concert.
The orchestra will also have a Christmas
concert on Dec. 5.
Orchestra practices are from 3 to 3:50 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7 to 9 p-.Iii. on
Wednesdays.
Interested students should contact Sebby at
581-6626.

see MONEY page 2

Carman air conditioner kicks on after five-day delay
By CHRISTIAN SCHIAVONE
Staff writer
Carman Hall residents, who have been
without air conditioning since Sunday,
should see relief from the heat today.
A malfunction in the control panel of
the air conditioner, caused by lightening
during a thunderstorm, burned out the
main motor that powers the system in
both towers of Carman, said Housing
Director Mark Shaklee.
"The motor costs $9,000 ~ollars and

was ordered from Carrier Air
Conditioning in New York the same
night," Shaklee said.
He said the buildin_g will no~ cool
immediately after the air conditioner is
turned on.
"Once the motor is functioning and the
unit is working it will take a while to
cool <)own the whole building. It's not
like cooling down your car .,. Carman is
a much larger structure," Shaklee said.
When it became clear that the motor
would take more time to arrive than

previously planned alternative plans
were made with the University of Illinois
to acquire a motor of similar size,
Shaklee said.
Unfortunately the part was not
compatible and the university had to wait
for the available motor at Carrier.
Shaklee said the .loss of air
conditioning in university housing is not
a common problem, but this isn't the fj.rst
time it has happened.
Students in Carman did their best to
cope with the unexpected inconvenience.

"The loss of air conditioning isn't a
big distraction," said Dave Gunty,
seventh floor resident.
"We have three fans and they all help,
but I still wake up in the middle of the
night all sweaty."
. Terry Lyons, a ninth floor resident,
said, "The windows don' t help much
because they're so small, but we have
them open anyway."
Sophomore Zack Treadway of the fifth
floor has a different way to cool off.
"I take a lot of showers."
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Air Force's Air Combat Command
takes day off for safety measures
HAMPTON, Va. (AP) - The
Air Force's Air Combat
Command will suspend normal
operations Friday for a day of
safety training in the wake of four
crashes in the past month, including the crash of a C-130 cargo
plane in Wyoming.
"It's important that we step
back and take a look at what we're
doing and how we're doing it so
we can make sure we're flying the
safest pos~ible way," said Maj. Joe

LaMarca, a command spokesman.
The C-130 was carrying a
Secret Service communications
van for the White House when it
hit a mountain near Jackson,

Wyo., shortly after takeoff
Saturday, killing all nine aboard.
Other recent crashes include a
U-2 spy plane based at Beale Air
Force Base, Calif., that crashed
Aug. 7 in Oroville, Calif.; an F-16
fighter jet out of Hill Air Force
Base, Utah, that crashed near
Dhahra~. Saudi Arabia, Aug. 3;
and an F-16 out of Moody Air
Force Base, Ga., that crashed ~t
Kirtland Air Force Base, New
Mexi.co, July 31.

Twb'Arkansas black churches burn
MARVELL, Ark.· (AP) - Two predominantly
black churches burned to the ground early
Wednesday in a small, rui:al community in eastern
Arkansas, prompting a federal investigation.
"They appeared to be wood-frame, small
churches. They were pretty isolated. They literally
burned to the ground," said Bill Buford, an agent
for the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms in Little Rock.
The cause of the fires was not known. A news
conference was scheduled for Thursday·afternoon.

St. Matthew's Missionary Baptist Church and
the Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church
burned sometime before 2 a.m., according to
Buford.
The fires were the second and third suspicious
church fires in Arkansas this year.
There have been more than 70 suspicious fires
at church properties belonging to predominantly
black congregations in Southern states since 1995.
A roughly equal number of fires have been reported at white churche~ in the region.

Teen playing with gun kills 11-year-old
OSCO (AP) - A 15-year-cild boy
shot and killed his friend's 11-yearold brother while playing with a
handgun, authorities said
The shooting appeared to be accidental and prosecutors said they had
not determined whether any charges
would be filed.

MONEY

David Spaugh died Tuesday after
being shot in the forehead with a
.38-caliber handgun in the kitchen of
his home, Piatt County Sheriff
Forrest Sawlaw said.
David's 15-year-old brother and a
15-year-old friend had been playing
with the gun and a .44-caliber hand-

gun they found in the Spaugh home,
Sawlaw said. David's brother had
fired the .38 in the house and the .44
outside the house before his friend
shot David in the head, Sawlaw said.
David's parents were not at home
at the time of the shooting, Sawlaw
said.

frompageone _ _ _ __

students play a big role in runninglhe library.
Lanham is unsure where the tlbrary will pull the
extra $9,000, but anticipates a possible professor
resignation will help.
"It would be nice if the university had planned
for this," Lanham said.
Becky Litton, who hires student workers for dining hall services, said she is having difficulties
recruiting student workers and is unsure how the
wage increase will affect employees.
"If possible we'll hire as many as we can to function," Litton said. "I don't think we'll actually be

COi NS fro~pageone
hard for me to work a lot of
hours/' said Nora Kelly, a junior
journalism major who works at
McKinney
Food
Service.
"Working here fits perfect in my
schedule. And now I will get paid
more."
Susan Craven, a junior psychology major who works at the
Lobby Shop 2, said the minimum
wage iJ:1crease comes at a good

turning people away."
The accountancy and· finance department in
Lumpkin College of Business hasn't received extra
funds for the stud~nt work budget, said Chair Frank
Clark.
"This will probably lower the number of hours
students work," Clark said. "We have the same
amount of dollars, so it means fewer hours
worked."
Clark said it is up to the college dean and the
administration to decide whether more money will
be appropriated for student work in future budgets.

________________

time. The increase will coincide
with the rising cost of college
tuition, fees and everyday necessities cost more.
''The hours add up and so does
50 cents an hour," Craven said.
"And, I'll work as many (hours)
as I can."
Not all students will have that
opportunity though.
Stephanie Devito, a freshman

English major, works in Booth
Library through the work study
progriun and may find some of her
hours cut so the department can
compensate for the increased
expense.
Devito, though, doesn't mind.
"I don't work a lot so it won't
really matter anyway," Devito
said. "It will give me more time to
go out."
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Scholarship ceremony held
in honor of former graduate
By THERESA GAVLIN

J!Mties editor

Bill Spaniol, a 1978 Eastern
was piloting a small,
single engine plane when for an
unknown reason his plane went
down, causing his death.
The cause for the crash could
not be found after a thorough
lnvestigation, said Rollie Spaniol,
Bill's father and a retired Eastern
~(essor. ·The W!'&ther was clear
and 1':Q~Dg was: ·~ong with the
IPlane.
A sehQJauhlp ceremony .in
memory of Bill Spaniol was held
Thursday to remember the contributions he made to others during
his life.
"He was a hunter, he was a
~duate,

fisherman, he was an independent
spirit," Rollie Spaniol said.
Mel Rushton, principal of
Nims Associates Inc., helped
establish the $10,000 Bill Spaniol
Memorial Scholarship to remember an old friend who worked to
tum around his struggling company.
.
Rushton, a 1972 Eastern graduate, met Bill Spaniol through a
former ·teacher at Eastern, Rollie
Spaniol.
· Rushton said Bill Spaniol was
the fii;st person at the company to
show an aptitude and interest iii
running a business.
"We promoted Bill to be the
president of our _company in
1988," Rushton said. "He was
really the person responsible for

the company growing and prospering."
Bill Spaniol, who grew up in
Charleston, graduated from
Eastern with a bachelor of science
in business degree with a concentration in computer science.
The scholarship, established by
Nims .Associates Inc., and the
friends and family of Bill
Spaniol, will be awarded to an
outstanding junior or senior computer management majQr with a ·
GPA of3;5 or higher.
''He felt str0ngly about educa~
tion, so we felt a good way to
honor him would be through a
scholarship/' Rushton said.
The Spaniols also lost a second
son in a plane crash attributed to
bad weather, Rollie Spaniol said.

Director of orientation leaves
university after six years

EIU grad school seeking
student dean applicants
By JESSICA BAKER
Student government editor

NAOKO KOJIMA/Staff photographer
Rollie Spaniol, ·left, father of Bill Spaniol and retired Eastern faculty
member; Shari Spaniol, widow· of Bill Spaniol;Ted Ivarie, dean of the
Lumpkin College of Business; and Mel Rushton, donor representing
Nims Associates shows the scholarship certificate to participants
Thursday afternoon in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

The applications are available starting
today in the Student Government office in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. The applications should be turned
in at the Student Government office by
noon on Aug. 30.
Harris said there is a student dean representing each of the colleges at Eastern.
"The purpose of the council is to discuss
issues and matters pertaining to different
academic matters," she said. "The student
deans are the 'g~ between' for the students

By DEANA POOLE
Staff writer

Shelly White, Eastern•s director of
orientation for six years, will be leaving
Charleston for a new job at the Offices
of Illinois Courts in Springfield.
As director of orientation, White
focused on Eastern's orientation program, EIU Debut, which brings 100 stu-.
dents on campus daily. She also works
with the Panther Preview Program,
which sponso.rl'l ~v.~nts at the beginning
of each SMiester.
One of the major projects White
- worked on in the office was revising and
adding to the Panther Preview Pack; a
package of college goods given to all
incoming freshmen.
White said she would like to continue
the orientation process all semester.
"It's impossible for students to learn
everything about Eastern at the one-day
orientation," White said. "We try to .keep
-A story in Thursday's paper incorrectly stated that U.S. Rep. Glenn Poshard, D-Marion, orientation going throughout the year."
is seeking election to the U.S. Senate. The story should have said U.S. Rep. Dick Durbin,
White said she is leaving Eastern is to
D-Springfield, is seekin& election to the U.S. Senate. The News regrets the error.
Eastem's graduate school is in need of a
student dean to represent the program, said
Kim Harris, the student vice president for
academic affairs.
The student dean works with Harris and
is the correspondent to the Graduate
School Advisory Council.
John Davenport, former graduate school
student dean, resigned ·from the position
betWs~,e transferred td'l~~~trt ::r:~~aem ".i~ prti5id~n~ for academic
schb&, Hams said.
•
"Since (Davenport) resigned, the p0siApplicants must have a 3.0 cumulative
tion needs to be filled," Harris said. "I will grade p6int average, be a full-time student
be excepting applications from anyone in and be in good disciplinary standing with
the graduate school program who is inter- the university' to be eligible for the posiested in the position."
•
tion.

Correction _________
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pursue a job in her
field of study.
White received ber
undergraduate degree
from Eastern arid
stayed to get her
master.'s degree in
counseling with a
i.........._ _ _ __ , focus on domestic
White
violence.
She said she knew Eastern would be
a temporary position because of bM
e~gagement ·tp. former. Student Body.
Pr~i<i60t Blake Woad, rand· she e~p~cts
to get married in a year.
White is the adviser for Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority, was nominated for the
Harry S. Truman scholarship, was the
runner-up for 1994 senior of the year
and was the Outstanding Greek Woman
of the Year in 1994.
''Students need to know that even
after you receive your degree, you will
always remember the people who you
met," White said. "I consider Eastern
my second family," White said.
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Editor in chief tells history, role of The News

Opinion
·page
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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RSO Day scheduled
to in.form students,
expan~ their minds
As participants in higher education, students are
encouraged to take advantage of all opportunities
for opening and expanding their minds through
learning.
At Eastern, Recognized Student Organizations
are one of the most accessible means for
participation and involvement, as well as education.
Students should feel
privileged to attend
Recognized
Student
Organization Day, from 4
to 7 p.m. Sunday in the South Quad. It is a time
when RSOs including student and volunteer organizations, -gather together to inform students about
their responsibilities and activities.
· This day, s~red-by Student Govemment~
die office of aiielitatioii, the Student Recreation
Center and local merchants, has been created for
Eastern students who are either new to campus or
unfamiliar with the different RSOs available to
them:
Students who attend will better understand the
inner-workings of campus activities. They can
meet the student leaders that make executive decisions and represent the student body.
Participants will also discover that organizations
on campus are not limited to Student Government
and Greek Life. Various interests, hobbies and
even beliefs are represented by Eastem's RSOs.
RSO Day will be one of the main ways for students to understand the diversity being created on
campus through various clubs and organizations.
Many students do not realize the abundance of
opportunities for getting involved on campus, and
RSO Day will help to broaden the horizons of
these uninformed students.
RSO Day will be a casual, relaxed event - one
where students can feel at-ease and be themselves.
Blankets will be set up on the South Quad for each
~s.o that parf!9ipa~ .,aq~ re~~q~yes will .be
a~able tQ·an~wer questions and concerns.
In hopes of attracting more students, the spc>nsors of RSO Day have also added musical performances by local bands. This year's focus is to
sponsor a day of education, as well as entertain-

Edl.tor1·a1

ment
Students should stop by the Quad Sunday to
expand their understanding of Eastern's diverse
campus.

' ' today's quote
Leadership and learning are
indispensable to each other.
-John F. Kennedy

After many trials and tribulaand community. The newspa~
tions, The Nonnal School News
"The News has offers a checks and balance sys1
has at last been started, and this is
tern to government organizatio
our first issue ... The Eastern
been around for campus leaders and the highel
Illinois State Normal School, until
nwre than 80
educational institution. We, as
now, was one of the largest
reporters, want to provide you
schools in the country that had no
years - and has with the most up-to-date camp1111
publica1ion. As this paper is of the TRAVIS SPENCER
been a student- and area information while keeP1
students, by the students, and for
ing governing bodies accountable
the students, all should cooperate Regular columnist
run newspaper at the same time.
in making the venture.. a success,
ever since. "
The opinion leg
and make The News a permanent
As the newspaper serves as a
publication (Nov. 5, 1915).
checks and balance to organiza.
And thus began what we know as The Daily Eastern tional bodies, the Opinion Page is a checks and balance
News.
the newspaper. The News' Page 4 allows readers to voice
The News has been around for more than 80 years - and their opinion on any issue. Guest columns are run weekl1,
has been a student-run newspaper ever since. As the 1915 and letters to the editor are published daily. This gives readstaff said, the newspaper is of, by and for the students.
ers the opportunity to critique news coverage, complaitl
As editor in chief of The News, I want all students to be about campus problem5 or compliment a successful sports
involved. Consider it your newspaper. You own it.
team. This is your opportunity to speak. use it how you
You can use your paper as a resource for campus, city. want.
state, national or international information. You can use
The advertising leg
your paper to _promote your business or organization by
The advertising department of The News is multipurpose
advertising in it. Or you can utilize your newspaper by voic- as well. Obviously, the newspaper needs money to operate
ing your opinion to the public. It's a multi-purpose publica- and-produce. Therefore, advertising revenue, money collected by selling ads, is used to help publish the newspaper.
tion for the students.
You can read it, write for it or use it to line the bird cage. However, iµ:lvertising also helps local businesses inform stult's your choice - make the best of it.
dents and local residents about their merchandise and ser~yone is welcome to work on the newspaper staff.
vices. It is to a local business' advantage to advertise so stuAnyone is welcome to read the newspaper. Anyone is wel- dents know they have a place to go that will meet their
come to voice their opinion in it.
needs.
An area publisher once described a newspaper to me like
The three leg$ of the newspaper make a stool that stu- .
a three-legged stool: the editorial side, the advertising side dents can use in a.variety of ways. I urge all students to get
and the opinion side. Like a stool, if you take one section involved with the newspaper either by reading it, working
away, it will never be able to stand on its own. And as stool for it or voicing their opinion in it.
With more than 80 years of service to the students, The
legs are <Jistant from each other for balance, the three divisions of a newspaper should never intertwine.
Daily Eastern News wants to offer you a newspaper that
The editorial leg
· will always meet your needs.
The purpose of the editorial side of the newspaper is.. to
provide readers with timely information that could affect
-Travis Spencer is editor in chief and a regular columnist
their lives.
for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
'The editorial leg also serves as a watchdog to the campus cutss@bgu.edu.

for

Senior fed up with
lack of professional
behavior at The News
Dear edtt-Or:
As a .senior at this university. let
me take this oj)portunity to welcome
all of the new freshmen and transfer
students to Eastern.
There are many aspects of the
university for which you should be
proud: the safety of the campus,
diversity of organizations and
friendliness of the students, staff
and faculty.
With all of the positive points of
Eastern, there is one major detractor: this 'collection of announcements and coupons' that is referred
to as The Daily Eastern News.
During the course of my academic career at Eastern, I have continually seen these wanna-be joumalists.
who are continually published in
The News, distort the truth, make
slanderous accusations and defame
your fellow students, which, by the

your turn
way, are all characteristics one will
find in the supermarket tabloids.
Most recently The News has
attempted to · impugn the reputation
of an individual who has tirelessly
served this institution. Matt
Herman.
Without even attempting to contact Matt so that he might have the
opportunity to defend himself. this
tabloid is alleging that he stole or
lost documents relating to the
Apportionment Board.
Once again, they are trying to
defame this ~tudent by distorting the
truth through their careless reporting.
With my term at Eastern drawing
to a close in a few short months, I
do not have-the ability to reform the
left-wing liberal authors who are
published (many even receive monetary compensation).
The -attitudes of this tabloid must
change, and I challenge the younger
members of this university to get

involved and facilitate this change.
I firmly believe that through more
responsible leadership. and more
well-trained reporters, The Daily
Eastern News can one day shed its
tabloid tendencies and become a
quality campus 11ub~ication.

Bryan Gutraj
senior accounting major

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concemint
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed.
the name of the author. the author'C
address, telephone number, year in
school and current major must be
included. If necessary, letters will·be
edjted according to length and spac
at the discretion of the editorial page
editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous I.etters will not b
printed.

__SA.,.
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pillway memorial
o remember, educate
committee headed by
leston Mayor Dan Cougill is
·ng a monument and cereon y in memory of the two
stern students who recently
wned in the Lake Charleston
way.
The monument is planned to
lp educate students and r.esints about the dangers of swim. g near the spillway.
Joe Bee, 21, a junior from
ringfield and Tim Fix, 23, a
enior from Plainfield, both
llrowned at the spillway May 9.
Ibey were both members of
tern's wrestling team. Bee's
hody was found May 10 and Fix's
.
y was found May 14.
Details of the monument and
t:eremony are still being planned.

Student Body President Jason
Anselment is assisting with the
committee to give a student's perspective. He said the cotn.rilittee
obtained permission from the victim's families to use their names
on the monument.
"We are still working on an
appropriate date with the families
for the ceremony," Anselment
said. 'This is not just a memorial,
it is an educational component."
. The monument will be both a
memorial and a warning, listing
the names of those who have died
there, Cougill said. He said the
second part of the plan is to educate the Eastern students and high
school students about the dangers
of the spillway.
Raymond Pheifer, associate
profess9r of geology, said he
thinks there should be more information available to students.

s1g~
_ Specials

Friday & Saturday
Stu's, because it's
close, and I don't

Wuz up for the
weekend?

want to drive up to

the square and get
a DUI!

Right, Right and
that other ptace is
kind of Bunk!

.,

~
·

·~

Btls of Beer
QOat the Trott:

1
,. '

f'

.

Pot Luck!

(different brands)
Lite Ice, Miller,
Woodpecker, Wild Ale Etc.

Alcohol charges cited
BRITT CARSON
yeditor

Several students were cited
with alcohol related charges in
the past week.
• Five students at 503 Harrison
Ave. were Cited a_t 11:32 p.m.
Saturday. Matthew Czaja, 21,
was cited with the sale or gift of
alcohol to a minor, possession of
a keg without a permit and the
sale of alcohol without a license,
a police report stated. James
O'Connor, 20, Oaniel McCarthy,
~John P. ~e.$,~~s,
Donahue, 20, were cited with the
possession of alcohol by a
minor, possession of a keg without a permit, the sale of alcohol
without a license and the purchase or acceptance of alcohol
by a minor, a police report stated.·
• Brent Froelich, 20, and Peter
Rakiewicz, 22, of 718 Grant
Ave. were cited at 9:44 p.m.
Friday with selling alcohol without a license, a police report
stated.
• Brent Froelich was cited again
at 1:30 a.m. Saturday with the
gift or sale of alcohol to a minor
and possession of a keg without

a permit. Kevin Hogan, 20, of
718 Grant Ave., was cited at the
same time with possession of a
keg without a permit, purchase
or acceptance of alcohol by a
min.pr, obstructing a police officer, possession of a false ID and
the gift or sale of alcohol to a
minQr, a police report stated. .•
,.~.n ~-r:
..
· i..
..t
• robbi'as Allen, 2-0, or 111 lS
Third St. was cited at 1:02 a.m.
Wednesday at Sixth Street and
Jackson Avenue with consumption of alcohol by a minor and
improper lane usage. Corey
Worden, 20 of 947 Fourth St.
Apt. 12, Aaron Eveland, 20, and
Grant Murphy, 18, of 1017
Woodlawn Apt. 1 were also
cited Wednesday with consumption of alcohol by a minor.
David Webster, 20, of 947
Fourth St. Apt. 12, were cited
Wednesday with possession of
cannabis under 2.5 grams and
possession of drug paraphernalia
and consumption of alcohol by a
minor, a police report stated.

Daily Specials
Mlln. -

422 MADISON AVENUE
(MADISON&: 130 NOR11f)

SJ• Pints

CHARl.ESTON,D.61920

Urine, Low Die., MGD

~-

(217} 348-5500

'J ..

12cn.
Import Bottletl

Jfm- •JN Pints
Leine, Low Dk., MGD

Thurs - '2M Sam Adc&IM
pints
t J .U Labatt'• bottles

*NEW AND USFD SCOOTBIS, A1V'S, MOTORCYCll:s
*CASH PAID FOR USFD SCOOTBIS, A1V'S, MOTORCVCLE.5

*

ANANCING AVAILABLE· 096 DOWN ON SELECT MODES
(WITii APPROVED CREDfO

*COMPLETE UNE OF PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
*SERVICE AVAILABLE FOR All. MAKES AND.___
MODFJ.S

8;ertise ·
with

The.'it
Eastern
~

*SERVICE DEPT. STAFFED W/ FACTORY mAINFD TECHNICIANS
*FREE PICK-lJP W/ $50.00 OF SERVICE OR RFJ>AIRS
MON-AU

8 AM - SPM

SAT

8 AM - 3PM

CAll. TODAY
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!!!

20%0FF

20%0FF

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

SERVICE

EIU l.D. REQUIRED
EXPIRES: SEPT 30, 1996

EIU l.D. REQUIRED
EXPIRES: SEPT 30, 1996

Setters helping each other aJorig Cubbies stuck at .500
By MAlT WILSON
Staff writer

learns from me."
The big problem for any freshman college setter
is adjusting her
sets· to suit the
whole
team.
Stuchly is slowly Kara Harper·
learning make this
adjustment
Stuchly also said Harper has
shown good leadership so far.
"She has helped me out and
been very patient with me,"
Stuchly said.
Stuchly still has a list of accomplish men ts that she hopes to
achieve.
'.If hO}fe to leain our plans and
work better with the girls," Stuchly
said. '1 also hope to learn a lot
from Kara."
For Stuchly, Ralston said learning will come with time.
"'That comes with the territory,"
said Ralston. "All the kids jump at
a different height, and after setting
the s~e kids for years, it's hard to

For a freshman volleyball player, ·it•s always good to know an
upperclassman. And setter Kara
Harper is that upperclassman for
freshman setter Cari Stuchly.
Stuchly has replaced senior
Shana Bjornstad as the backup setter because head coach Betty
Ralston thought it would be better
for Bjornstad to focus on her
defense - her primary job during
the season.
After starting at setter for
J>Joviderwe High School, Stuchly
'oes~'t.~pd the change Jo back-

ap.
"Kara understands the

~itiofl

better and J'm learning a lot from
her," Stuchly said. "I'm not taking
it badly."
Harper agrees, saying she and
Cari have a good relationship.
"We get along together very
well," said Harper. "We help each
-other out; I learn from her and she

~ I\!

lit

CHICAGO (AP) - No longer
loveable losers~ the Chicago
Cubs are firmly establishing
themselves as not a very bad
team, but not a very good one
either. And, fans are flocking to
witness the mediocrity.
After years of losing, losing,
losing, the Cubs have at last
reached break-even. When they
beat Florida on Wednesday, they
climbed over ..500 for the first
time since early May.
"In the neighborhood in
which the Cubs dwell, (it's)
practically dynasty-like," writes
Chicago Tribune columnist
Bernie Lincicome.
Indeed. The Cubs haven't
won a World Series since 1908
and haven't been in one since
1945. Their only recent successes were division titles in 1984
and 1989, although they were in
the chase for a playoff spot all
the way to the final weekend last
season.

Nevertheless, they've hav
managed only four winning s
sons since 1972.
"It's time the Cubs were in
the World Series," demands 1
sign outside Yo-Joe's hot do
stand on the North Side.
·" We tell the owner: not in his
lifetime," said employee Cin
Edwards.
Manager Jim Riggleman
mediocrity as a stepping stone.
'"There is no glory in .500. We
simply wanted to get there to 8.
to the future. You can't get t
the top by playing below .500,"
he reasons.
· One of the few Cubs pe
nel who remembers the Cu
last series is equipment manag
Yosh Kawano, who wonde
why he has stuck around for the
past 53 years.
"Waiting for another Wort•
Series, I guess," Kawano said.
The fans don't seem to min4
the wait.

BEAT THE CLOCK

l•Utr ..Y JIFfffl
< S:OOpm
L

change to a new team."
Until Stuchly is ready, Harper is
not under pressure in her role as
the main setter. At the same time,
Harper feels very good about
entering the Ohio Valley
Conference.
"I'm very excited," said Harper.
"I hope we can prove them wrong
after being ranked fifth in the preseason poll."
Ralston is· also confident with
Harper in pressure situations.
''We faced Illinois twice last year
so were used to competing against
the bigger schools," Ralston said.
'ThCre should be no added pressure; the kids should just go out
there and-do the best they can."
Overall, Ralston doesn't see any
problems with the setting positions.
"Kara has been there for two
years so she's used to the position," Ralston said. "And if something should happen to Kara, Cari
should be a very good replacement."

For a limited time - the time that
you call is th~price of your
piiza! For example, if you call at
5:32, the price of a large
pepperoni pizza is just $5.32.
See coupons below for details.

Pl~

Yf Ll.OlllEIURCll~
Limit Two
Per Customer

c

Offer Expires Sept. 13
LOCATED IN TIIB EAST WING BASEMENT

e

348-5454·

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR., UNIVERSITY UNION

,

Thursday, Friday, & Saturday at

a ...

Home

of the

$2
Pitcher!

--------r-------$500
$800 ~glUM
I
I
at 5:00 pm; or whatever time you call is
I
the price of a large one topping pizza.
Valid 5:00 pm - 7:59 pm ($5.00 - $7.59).
I
348-5454 I
215 Lincoln
I
Charleston
I
No coupon necessary. Just askl
Offer expires 8-25-96.
I
LAH.GE
PIZZA

................••...................•........•.

~W~ ~!HIOO!IiEm ~IPm~

$1.25 Cocktails

Try New Uenenkugels Berry
Weiss $2 Pitchers!

SURPRISE A
FRIEND
with a

BIRTHDAY AD!
Only $12 .
(Deadline: 2 Business Days
before the ad is to run.)

PIZZAS

at 8:00 pm; or whatever time you call is the
price of two medium one topping pizzas.
Valid 8:00 pm - 9:59 pm ($8.00 - $9.59).

348-5454
215 Lincoln

Charleston
No coupon necessary. Just ask!
Offer expires 8-25-96.
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spite a loosing season for
inen's soccer team last year,
'8nthers managed to end the
season with a 2-1 victory
· st Southern Illinois Univerat Edwardsville - a win the
rs on the team could use as
·vation going into the new
Now the 11 returning players

up the core of a team that is
get back some of the sucthat it experienced during a
S season in 1994, as the
rs make their debut in the
ri vatley Conference.
For first-year head coach Tim
ments, this is a big plus.
"I think the returning players
the core of the team even
gh they didn't have their best
·

year because the
numbers were
down,"
McClements said.
"There is definitely a core
there and I think
along with the
new players, we Brian Ritchel
are taking steps
in the right direction."
It is the seniors, though, that
will be helping this team continue
its climb to contention, as four of
the five seniors are back from the
1995 season.
"Brian Ritschel, Mark Valintis,
Brian Kelly and Greg McDonald
are all very good players and they
are very accepting of change,"
McClements said. '"Ibey are re81ly excited about this year and are
looking forward to getting back to
their winning ways."

CRIMMAGE

McClements adds that the
seniors, along with the other
returning players, will have to
step into leadership roles this season and their first chance to lead
will come this weekend in a
scrimmage against the University
of Illinois at Springfield - a team
that handed the Panthers a 5-0
loss last year in the regular season.
"This game will be a good
measuring stick for us because
they are_ a very good team, and it
will be a s .o od test for us,"
McCiemet;tts said. "The most
important thing will be for us to
gel as a team right away and playing a good team right away will
be good for us."

1

lig

Rodney Wilson realizes there ¥e mistakes that have to
be corrected.
"I think we did pretty well getting things back in
order for Western Michigan but we still have to narrow down a lot of our mistakes before next week,"
Wilson said.
Witke is also hoping to see the mistakes nanuwed
do\vn for the team in general and consistency is one
improvement area that comes to mind.
"We have to continue to improve from an execution
standpoint and we have to be more consistent out there
next week," Witke said "Consistency was the tra~
mark of last year's team and we have a week to get to
that point."
Still, the team is ready for the challenge next week
and Bawa says the players are set to open up the season.
"I thought we looked good out there and we looked
sharp as a team and even though this was only a
scrimmage, we have to take it seriously and go out
there and take care of business next week," Bawa said.

& LO«IU)e

408 - 410 6th Street • Charleston, IL 61920

Kansas.

frompage8A - - - -

opportunities against Western 'Michigan."
Besides the fact that it gave the Panthers a chance to
y in a game-type situation, Witke also viewed the
lllm m<>a,e as an opportunity to move. a step closer to
· g prepared for the upcoming season.
'This scrimmage was another step forward for our
" Witke said. "(Justin) Lynch had a good game
(Bob) Rosenstiel also did well catching the ball
'ght."
The younger players also came through for the
thers tonight, and freshman Jabarey McDavid was
one of the new recruits who played well dUring the
Jame. as he broke loose for a couple of big runs durilg the game.
"McDavid did really well tonight, and I told the
f>Wlger group they did a great job tonight," Witke
'8id. "(Jeb) Odam did a super job too and they held up
lioight."
.
Eastern's defense also looked sharp at times during
ti scrimmage aiP )Yhile ~ belieYes things are startto come together for the defense, junior linebacker

~~,,z

Dan McKinnon is the other
senior on this year's team, as he
transferred in from Topeka,

LUNCH: Fish Sandwich Basket
(Icelandic Cod) with F'rles

s3~
DllVIER: Walleye Dinner including
F'rles & Coleslaw

KRY"

Z

~PUB

CORNER OF 4TH AND LINCOLN

345-2844

r-----------7-----------,
WE DELIVER NOON TO CLOSE

I
I
I

Exp. 01-24-96

I
I
I

Exp. 01-24-96

Lg. Two Ingredient
Pizza & Qt. of Coke
25

$9•

1
I
I
I

Lg. Single Ingredient
Pizza & Qt. of Coke
Pf 95
Exp. 01-24-96 · I.

I
I
I

Pizza & Qt. of Coke

I
I

~---------------+---------------~
Sm. Single Ingredient
Sm. Two Ingredient
I
1
Pizza & Qt. of Coke

$5.95

I

:

Exp. 01-24-96

$6.9S

L-----------i-----------~
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4pm-7pm
Friday
Must lie 21 yn Old.

Happy Birthday!

i

Happy 21st Chrissy
It's About Time!

•jackets

I

Love, Dawn, Kristina, & Julie

•Backpacks

Across from

I

Old Main

WELCOME BACK EIU STUDENTS!
INTRODUCING THE

GIANT CAESAR

~~

8 INCH ONE TOPPING PIZZA
ONLY

s9?T~X
3 W LINCOLN ST.

DELIVERY OR CARRY OUT

345-4743
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Panthers 'feelin' good' after scrimmage
By BRIAN LESTER
S
editor
In a week. it will be for real.

CHET PIOTROWSKI, JRJPhoto editor
Eastern starting quarterback Mike Simpson scrambles on a designed quarterback draw during Thursday night's intrasquad scrimmage at
0 'Brien Stadium. The Panthers square offagainst Western Michigan in Kalamazoo next Thursday night.

But on Thursday night i
Charleston, Eastern's foot
team took part in a team scri
mage under the lights of O'B ·
Stadium in preparation for ne
Thursday night's season-ope
game against Division I Wes
Michigan in Kalamazoo.
"We got some things done
far as sideline organization a
the kids played hard," offensi
coordinator Roy Witke sai
"What I didn't like was that
didn't finish several scori
opportunities in the redzone. We
had a couple of fumbled sna
and we just didn' t execute solIIO'
of the time."
.
For the defense, it was their bi
chance to show the coaching s
that they are prepared for the mi
sion that lies ahead in keepi
opponents off the scoreboard dur~
ing the Panthers' quest for a
return trip to the Division IAJI
playoffs.
The scrimmage also provi
an opportunity for the offense
try and wipe out some of the nlJJi.
takes that have been made i
practice since errors have to be at
a minimal if the Panthers are to
have a chance at upsettin
Western Michigan.
"We looked ·orettlf sharp.
we're stlfitihg'bt)feHtrt8geth" ,
junior running back lbrahi
Bawa said_ "The offense still h
to finish opportunities because w
have to be able take advantage
See SCRIMMAGE page 7A

NCAA rules force changes in Women harriers running
cross country Alumni meet through the (Ohio) valley
By JESSIE DELIO
Staff writer

By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer

The cross country alumni meet has been a
mainstay at Eastern for nearly 25 years.
It has provided a chance for former cross country stars to come back and run against current
Panthers to see if they still have what it takes.
This year, that has been taken away.
Eastern will still host the Aluinni meet, but the
format will be much different.
"(In years past) it has been good competitive
runs," head cross country coach John Mcinerney
said. "This year is reajlY, different. In xears past
we ran the team agajn.st the J\lu,nts."
Due to a new NC~ l'!le that 'stiltes the season
cannot start until Sept. ·7, the returning alumns
cannot run against the current Panthers in a race.
The meet could be moved to September, but
Mcinerney said that would be difficult since
many of the alumni are busy because they are
high school coaches.
"It's a transition year for the Alumni meet,"
Mcinerney said. "We have to follow NCAA
rules."
Since they cannot race against each other, the
Panthers will run a four mile race at 8 a.m. and
use it as a time trial.
Then at 5 p.m., the returning alums will run the
same four miles.
Mcinerney said he might break the Panther
squad into two teams in order to get some of the
competitive spirit back into the event.
"I don't think many alums will be going real
hard with no Eastern kids out there," Mcinerney
said. 'Tm concerned that the men and women
won't just treat it like a time trial, and will go 90
percent."

'

'

The numbers are going to be
down. We'll see how this goes
and talk to the alumni and see if they
want to do something different (in the
future)."
- John Mcinerney
Cross country coach
The changes in this yeat'~ meet have certainly
hurt the turnout.
Usually 20-30 former athletes return, but so far
there will only be about-10.
"The .numbers- are going to be down,"
Mcinerney said. "We'll see how this goes and talk
to the alumni and see if they want to do something different (in the future)."
Two· alums that plan on returning are Nick
Whiteside and Dick Sterett.
Whiteside is a 1985 graduate who Mcinerney
said is probably in the best shape of any of .the
returning alums.
Sterett is a 1970 graduate.who was a two-time
All-American and currently coaches at Champaign Central High School.
All is not lost, though, because of the change in
format since Mcinerney has to cut 2-4 spots off
the roster before the season starts.
"(The meet) is a good chance for everybody,
especially the young kids, to get their feet wet,"
Mcinerney said. "I'll .be looking at the people on
the bubble in trying to get a team together."
This weekend can still prove to lfo a big test for
the Panthers.

This year the women's cross
country team is being faced
with the challenge of the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Finishing fourth last year,
the team is looking to end in
the top half of the OVC.
Men's and women's cr.oss
country coach John Mcinerney
is looking forward to the new
year with a "goo.d solid team"
of 17-19 runners.
He is also looking forward
to running in a new conference.
"The Ohio Valley Conference wilLbe a step up competitively from last year's MidContinent
Conference,"
Mcinerney said.
With six freshmen among
.last year's top eight runners,
the team possesses many
young runners. Newcomer JoAnn Trevino will join returning runners Cristen Conrad and
-Susan Langer to run in the
front three.
"The three front runners,
competing for the top 10, are
looking
really
good,"
Mcinerney said.
Senior team captain, Carey
Dunker will be "a fantastic
leader of the next group of

girls.
She will bring up many of
the younger girls," Mcinerney
·
said.
AU of the runners are very
talented this year. All appear
to be up for the new challenge
the OVC has to offer.
And Mcinerney said the
team is coming togetl)er well.
"There are real nice leads
and a very good team unit," he·
said.
However, it is hard to determine the ability of all the runners as there have been no
meets yet.
Sophomore runner, Susan
Langer, has many team expectations.
She said, "I hope we will
improve our times, but most
importantly, I want to see us
grow closer as team." She
-wants the team to "sticli
together, stay relaxed, and
have fun with it."
Langer also said she hopes
to "grow closer to the team and
become· physically stronger."
Last year's All Conference.
-runner, Conrad, compl~mented
the new class saying, "The~
are really good new freshmen."
And Mcinerney agreed saying, "The freshmen are talented and I hope they start to
shine."
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omething about sittfng baCk. listening to some good tunes and
eating some free food puts people tn the mood to get Involved.

At least thats what the organizers of this year•s Student
Organization and Student Volunteer Day are hoping.
Tile ew=nc, +7 p..m. this Sunday che Sour.h Quad,
Wllt feawre 1~1 bal\dr. Chronic lld't. Dale and
Wiiiiam Telb barpio basement prices on food and
m;my acdve Cilmpils 01nd communtty group5-9.11 hun·
gry ftir fr~ membe.rs and volunteers.
"W! wmt (the event) to keep with mor ot ;in
oiltdoo,. com: rt sewng:• said Nora S ng, stmferic
body 1r.e prel ent of .swdent affa.ir'l "We'rl!
oocour.iging the re.c<>gniz.ed student organlndons :m
bnng blankett 115,Ud of ~~ng up lllbles, ~d we're
goi11g to luic •he f\50 blankms up aloo& the :sldes; •
Organmn ,are hQping tt!at d1c relaxed, experiment.al mood .o( the event wtll encou...e more nudents to come
out and art active,
Strong ~kt.

The Office of
OrlenQQon.

Swdem
Recrudon

CAnttt: local merchants and

Swdent
Government wiU
sponsor: the

akernatiYe re.L..alternatMtc in the dals5c ~ Wfll
Q~ mge from 5..6 p.m.
While the binds iU'9 ~ mKl9r'a an
~w-mident and ~llnteer orpnization'S displayl,
12 recognrzed student organiutrons. iotlud ng fhe
Rugby teams. Sfad< Gr~ek Council. Un versity Board.
Studerrt. Go mmen4 Forensics Team, Chr stian
Campus Hotac, ND'Wmiln Catholh; Ul1U' , Studertt

Volanteer Center and the S(Klety Ot Mmaphysica
Advanc ment 'h. e stgried µQ' to be prrsent.
HCJWtD.'ef; groups can Still. call In to ruerve a spot.
''l\ecogrnzed student organizaqons can even 5how
up t~tday:'
Strong said,
Accordmg to
L)'.Jln O'Dell, vol4Anteer cocrdina·

olunteering
builds a sense of
community and
helps strengthen the city."

corfor the
Seudent

¥olU11Cer
Cenw:. ft'ent$
such :as this are.
lmponant to the
~denc

Volunteer

ewnt..

The ihree

Center's recru~

·Lynn O'Dell, volunteer coordmator

~thatwlUbe

perlormlog ,,.. ~II
made up &item studena Strona said.
Chronic Itch, a longtime local group; wlll p~ from

+s SJ.m..

•Alice in Chains page 3b

ran.

New to campus this
rhe members of Dale WIU
be playtng from 6-7 p.m. Dale's musk fl self
described "altem:ative rock with a hardi=r ed~:'
Wilham Tell does not solety coosist d Eastern JWdenu. Tony Wllqen, gu tarlst -and backup singer for
the 2rotJf>. admn:~-thelr bas~ pla,er. Daryl Moo
.ut.e~ school Jn Champaign.
But thi! rest of u~ :are ~ll proud

~che

1995·96 schoof year, th4I SWdent. Vobameer Center
WOrfced with lSO stUdent volunteer'$ 'who pot Ip a
totil.I of 7.521 hours. Students loaed Tn 390 )'lours
prafects for Habitat for Humanlqr and I000 hours
fOr Haiti Conne!K:tlOn. O'Dell said.
The 107 swd~nts who ~ipned n alt~at!Ye
sprlng br® last year put ln 4tl80 houri
alofle-thefr work ranging frem lielplog rural and
nner: city~ the poor, ho~eu and n tiw

Americans to devoting
Eastem Sn.1aents,"

Wtqeo said
Wlfli:iim Tell\ .self-described "harder rock with an

q etroru.

ti

ne to uues. such as ::id~

quate housing and :die ~nvlroriment. be added.
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Verge of the Weekend

1tbc llbcr b11d...
Aweekly column by two people who belleve their opinions should be read by tiny woodland critters everywhere.

Getting to know your columnists
.
d'Jdonna culsia

d'Jandrew rodgars

He pees in the shower, is a
There aren't too many people
loyal friend, loves cats and
who can get into a philosophiargues with ch~.racters on TV. No
cal discussion about the pleait's not my pet shih-tzu, but close.
sures of a good poop.
(Only kidding, Andrew. Don't ...___ _ _ _ __.;;=:::_-__.;.~
Donna Cuisia, however,
cry!) It's Andrew Rodgers, my cohort, my partner in
is not your average schmoe.
crime, the other half of the dynamic duo.
She could talk to you about anything. And I do
I don't know Andrew very well, but one thing I know mean anything ... dirty underwear, peeing in the
for sure, he doesn't answer to the name "Andy." I think shower, funny body odors ... whatever.
it's like one of his pet peeves, or something. But from
Donna's a really cool person. She always has
what I do know of him, he seems to be a pretty inter- something to say. And always seems willing to
esting character.
make fun of you.
For some of you, Andrew is familiar from his weekly
Sometimes, though, she has a habit of speaking
Tuesday columns in The Daily Eastern News, but for all before thinking.
the new Verge readers, Andrew is probably just anothBy that, I mean she'll talk until she figures out
er somebody trying to get a rise out of people. In reali- exactly what she's trying to say. It gets really
ty, Andrew is a genuinely nice, outgoing human being, funny when she's trying to explain something she
typical of the college scene except he doesn't enjoy knows well - she gets really flustered.
drinking. And, he falls for the "What's-that-on-yourFor instance, when she gets anxious, she has a
shirt?"trickeverytime.
tendency to sprinkle "whatabout's" and
Andrew, in my opinion, is a swingin' single, even "onemorething's" in her sentences. All you can do
though he doesn't like to admit it. Actually, it's proba- is laugh.
bly the part of his lifestyle he hates the most. His
An admitted chain-smoker, Donna works out
longest relationship has been for five months, and he's whenever possible. Yet the weird thing Is, no one
the type of guy that meets.a girl on Friday and gets has ever seen her sweat. Trust me on this one - I
dumped the following Thursday. Poor guy!
asked around. Donna must have either a REALLY
It seems to me that Andrew would. make a great good deodorant or a salt imbalance.
best friend, which brings me to the conclusion that
She sometimes claims to have B.O. worse than
he's probably used to the "I-don't-want-to-ruin-our- a goat, but I'd have to say it's just her imagination.
friendship" line ... and I know all guys hate that one. For some reason, she has no characteristic smell.
But with Andrew, I can see why girls see him like that Although I've never tried sniffing her feet.
.•. I know I do (Sorry, Andrew).
She'll tell you she looks terrible, yet she always
Hmm ... what else do I know about my colleague, . looks like she just stepped off a fashion runway.
Andrew?
Never without her trademark Birkenstocks or
Oh, cooking. He's a hell of a griller and makes a work boots, Donna could be the spokesperson for
mean Banquet frozen dinner. He makes great macaroni Outdoor magazine.
and chee$e and frozen pizza, too. But the amazing
And I don't know if she's actually been camping
thing that I just found out is that he loves to bake. Now in the back woods of West Virginia, but she sure
ladies, wflat about a man like that?
looks like she has.
Andrew's one downfall ... I think Andrew is afraid of
For those looking for a good time ... Donna's
responsibility, sometimes. Not with his responsibilities your gal. For those looking for a good time plus a
as a student, but as a grown-up. He once told me that relationship - look elsewhere. Donna's got her
he doesn't want to have children because "babies man.
smell" and because he "wouldn't want to make someIdeally Donna wants a guy that she knows is
thing that's half me." Maybe it's a guy-thing, but hope- hers, but gives her freedom at the same time,
fully he'll grow out of that attitude.
She quoted a CK Be cologne ad when she said:
rdon't mean to sound like a singles ad.for the most "I need a guy with a long leash and a tight hold
eligible bachelor at Eastern Illinois University, but one that says 'This is where you sleep. This is where
more relationship-thing about Andrew. He's looking for you wake up. And the rest of your life belongs to
a girt that will yell back at characters on the TV screen you."'
(or movie screen) with him. Sounds like fun, huh?
In a crowded room with lots of people, it's easy
Well, from the countless hours I've spent with to hear Donna talking over everybody else. I call it
Andrew in the news room, there Is one thing that's for the Donna volume factor: the more people in the
sure ... he's a perfectionist. I don't know if that's a room, the louder she talks. It's not a bad thing ...
good-thing or a bad-thing. But, it shows me that-he's a as a matter of fact, it makes it mighty handy when
hard worker and can get virtually any job done if he you're looking for her.
puts his mind to it.
To tell you the trutb (which I don't normally)
Oh, and one more thing, if he had a date with a hot Donna is such a good person she wants stalls on
chick (ie. Jennifer Aniston or Sandra Bullock, but NOT all of the fire hydrants in Charleston so canine·s
Cindy Crawford) and had no clean clothes and no can go to the bathroom in peace.
money to do laundry, I bet you he would throw on a
Donna was born in Chicago on LSD (Lake Shore
pair of boxers (because those wouldn't be as nasty as Drive) and that should tell you where she's coming
a pair of d~rty tighty-whities), find some jeans or from.
_
shorts (minus ketchup or. mustard stains) and a wool
Yea she's waaaayyyy out there. But that is why
sweater (because you can never tell when the last time she is writing for the Verge.
those were washed) even in the 90 degree weather
In a nutshell, if Donna was a singer, her band
just so he wouldn't have to cancel the date. That's would be a cross between Slayer and Sammy
Andrew for you!
Davis Jr.
To contact donna 1-mall her It cudac10uu.1cn.bgu.1du

To contact andrew e·m•ll him 1t cu1wrOuxa.ecn.bgu.edu

Live Music Every Fri.d ay & Saturday
Tuesday
l 50 .Heineken

Wednesday
50¢ Leinenkugals

Thursday
l 50 Heineken

Saturday
l 7 Coronas & Dosequis
·150 Margarita
50¢ Tacos
Friday & Saturday
LIVE
"Rubbersoul"
Beatles Tribute
Charlestons Alte~ative to Boredom
5
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No Minimum BalalCe
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South Side Cafe
on the Square·
(formerly Snyders)

Open
5 a.m - 2 p.m Mon. - Fri.
5 a.m -1 p.m Sat.
Daily Brea'l4{ast & Lunch Specials

Breakfast anytime

345-5089
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Ted's re-opens with a whole new
agenda- but with the old flavor
d"paul budzynald
Associate Verge editor
It's been over a month since Ted aertuca
died, and college students, music fans and
town folk have been wondering what will
happen with Charleston's music scene and
Ted's Warehouse.
.
Thankfully, family members of_Ted's, Joe
Bertuca and Frank Adducd, will help build
upon the tradition Ted established in the
ent.ertainment world of Charleston by taking
<Ml' ownership. In addition Howard Cqon,
Who previously worked at led'!. ·wiK :~ the

day-to-day manager:
Ted, a local legend with town folks, students and band members~ 'will be sorely
missed. He was a community ~ . continual
ly giving to Charleston. He was a member of
the Eastern Panther Oub. VFW Post 1592. a
veteran of the Korean War and a member of
the Moose Lodge and the St. Borromeo
Catholic Church. ·
He always had time for students from
Eastern and elsewhere, continually asking
them how their studies were going. I heard
that if students were in dire straits he would
even lend them money.
Lastly, he was a helpful music fan who gave
every band that talked to him a chance no
matter how bad they were, including my

band.

-

But now that he's gone Ted's Warehouse
fans and people that knew Ted should be

Allee I• Chai
'Uaplugged' I

near perfed

glad that the bar wiH stay in business
and will be overseen by Ted's E:~;;:~~=~~ ~ii=ir?:J~~~
nephew Adducci.
Adducc:i told me that the first
thing students should know is that
the bar will no longer be called Ted's
Warehouse but simple Ted's.
"I don't want Ted's personality
out of this place," Adducci said.
He added that there will be a
comer in the front of the bar with
pictures of Ted and previous and
current employees hanging on the
wall There will also be a plaque for
Ted.
Adducci said the bar will have
sarah wonl/Sfaff photographer
some changes. The main difference
Manager Howarrd Coon (left) and part owner
for Ted's will be catering to a more Frank Adducci made a few changes to Ted's but will
"alternative" crowd instead of a keep the bars' ol~ tradition alive.
"metal" dientele.
"We're trying to appeal to a younger Phish, Dave Mathews and Allmun Brothers
crowd that will appreciate_ alternative type bootleg nights. Anally, Thursday will be "Alt
music," Adducd said. 'We would like to cre- Night" in which local alternative bands may
ate a pipeline to send larger name bands be show cased and new music will be played.
'We have included a special bar which will
from Chicago to Ted's:• .
serve
tropical drinks and imported beer in
Adducci also said local and area bands will
bottles:·
Adducci said. "The sound system
be given the chance to open for the Chicago
·
bands. Ted's will also begin a new weekly has also being re-vamped:'
In
addition,
sororities
and
fraternities
will
schedule that includes theme nights.
be
given
the
chance
to
have
functions.
Tuesdays will be "Clubbing It" with deejay
''Ted's a large club that is an institution in
Andy Miles.
Charleston
and that won't die:• Adduce! said.
''This will give Andy a chance to develop a
Let's
hope
so because Ted will neve~ be
crowd," Adduccl said.
in
this
town.
forgotten
Wednesdays are The Greatful Dead,

..

Tribal rock show not so prehistoric
4'andrew rodgers
Verge editor
I can't think of a better way to spend an
evening than to sit in a c~mfy chair and
watch naked, eople dance around.
~ece ,
t ~n evening in iChicago at
the Athenaeum 'Theatre and got to see my
first real-life nude actors in a revival production of "HAIR: The American Tribal
Love-Rock Musical:' And let me tell you ... I
wasn't disappointed.
Originally created by unemployed actors
James Rado and Gerome Ragni, HAIR was
first performed in New York's Public
Theater in 1967.
The public quickly fell in love with HAIR.
In 1968 the ptoduction opened on
Broa~y at the Biltmore Theater, and in
1969, it landed two Tony nominations (one
for -Best Musical Play and one for Best
Director of a Musical Play).
And now, nearly 30 years after it.first hit
the stage, a touring company comprised
entirely of California State University-

f

Fullerton students has come to Chicago for
one month to perform the hippy-esque
visual feast.
The music, the lights, the dancing, the
acting ... everything about this musical
~arkl~d. Whether YO!J tap your foot to
"1-fa:shistl" aMf "Mancttester, England" or
chuckle at "Sodomy:' the music from-this
play will invariably leave you with an electric sensation running up your back.
The only drawback to this performance
was the timeliness of the story. Written in
that trippy age: the sixties, this musical
pokes fun at such things as President Nixon
and the Vietnam War. Obviously then,
some people are bound to lose interest in
the production because of the present lack
of interest in those concerns.
But for me, the retrospective look at my
parent's "childhood" is as interesting as the
latest Disney movie.
One shining star: of the production came
in the shape of Emily Mitchell, who played
the chorus character Dionne. Mitchell's
voice
so spectacular that it was easy to

was

hear her over everyone else. Keep an eye
out for her. Her voice is so Aretha
Franklin-esque that I'm positive she will
someday make her mark on the music
world.
All ef -the -pr,inciple chancters di~ an
excellent job, bU( none seemed to reach
beyond the boundaries of their roles and
make a real connection with the audience.
That is, except for the naked scene.
At the end of act one, all the actors get
completely naked, sing and dance. It's not a
porno thing ... it's just a tribute to the
swinging sixties.
For those who might think this type of
producti~n might corrupt the minds of our
youth ... grow up, go see this play and learn
how much fun you can have when you sit
back and relax.
HAIR: The American Tribal Love-Rock
Musical will be running through September
2 at The New Athenaeum Theatre in
Chicago. Ticket prkes range from $I 0$37.50 and can be had by calling either
Tick.etmaster or the theater itself.

- PQIJI Budzynl/ti
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Insurance
Call Biii Hall at

Hall Insurance
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RSO
O'Dell said community service
can be a valuable component of a
student's education.
"[Volunteering] builds a
stronger sense of community and
helps strengthen the city;' O'Dell
said. "[It helps] to educate students about community service,
building multi-generational and
cross-cultural alliances and how
to learn to work effectively in
community and leadership roles:•
15 volunteer organizations are
scheduled to attend the event,
including Project PAL, Sexual
Assault
Counseling
and
Information service, The Depot,
and- the Community Day Care
Center:
.
If it rains, the event· will be
held in Thomas Dining Center.
Also planned for this weekend:
On Friday-"Krack Me Up;• a
game show with audience participants, will be at 6:30 p.m. in the
South Quad.
The first 25 people will
receive a prepaid calling card and
the next I 00 will receive
"Welcome to the Jungle"
Panther Preview megaphones.
Audience members will be
randomly picked to win $25. The
game show will be held in the
Grand Ballroom if it rains and is
sponsored by_ the Office of
Orientation.
On Saturday- "Comedy
Olympix," sponsored by the
Office of Orientation and
Parents Club will be held at 7

from page I b
~ree,

is available at the Coles County Health Department
825 18th Street in charleston
Testing also p5rovided at Eastem's Health Service ·
after hours on Thursdays
Call the Health Department to make an
appointment for either testing site

Pre-registered
organizations participating In
RSO volunteer day

- --

•Alpha Phi Omega
•Black Greek Council
-Christian Campus Fellowship

..

-Circle K

NEED AN HIV TEST?

Anonymous Testing and Counseling

-E.A.R.tH.
-Epsilon SigmaAlpha
•Faith Builders Student

.

ask'for Joyce er Judy

-

Fettowship

TONIGHT!
AT: PANTHERS
9:30 pm · 3:00 am
Open Fri., Sat.
Nights
Massages $25.00

348-0SJO I 258..0530

AT THE OTHER HON PA REPAIR SHOP

-Forensics Team
-Gamma Phi Pi
•Illinois Education Association
Student Program

Private Parties Available

348-0288
18 to enter

SPECIALIZING IN GOLD WING'S &3 WHEELERS I 4 WHEELERS

GENUINE HONDA PARTS & USED PARTS

•lntertratemlty Council
iola.tin American Student
Organization

EVERYONE NEEDS

19 YRS EXPIERIENCE

-Lifestyles
•Muslim Student Association
•POWER
.Psychology Club
•Society for Creative
Anachronisms
•Society for Metaphysical
Advancement
•Student Government
•Student Pubtlcations
.University Board

~C>H.E ~<>NEVI
Right:?

JIMMY WALKER'S CYCLE SHOP RT 1 LERNA

SC> .. _ w h y n.<:>t: sell y<:>ur

unVJ"ant:ed items in.
The D a l l y Eaa~ern NeUJ•
C::l-•lffed S-c:tle>nl

J4S-J7S8 CALL US & SAVE

•Voter Registration

~Cluti

-Multi Cultural Student Union

.atack Student Union

p.m. in the South Quad.
This improvisational comedy
group fr9m Minnesota will perform parodies of the games and
audience members will judge the
events. Soda, pretzels and cheese
will be available. The event will
be held in Lawso-n Hall if it rains.

SUNDAY
-

500

FOOTLONG of
your CHOICE
BAG of CHIPS

•good on delivery

•
•
•
•

Kegs In stock
Ou/ck Drive-Jn service
Everyday Beer specials
Large Selection of Domestic
& Imported Beers
• Fine Wine specials
• Everyday l!Quor Specials
• Fast, Friendly Drive-up service

JACKSON ST. AT RTE. 130
345-5722
DRIVE UP WINDOW

345-SUBS
(7827)

. 403 w. L1n£01n
Charleston, IL
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America's Best Dressed Sanclwk:lt
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First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
4th and Jackson-Charlestoµ

~
~ t

HERITAGE
WOODS

~§ ~

Traditional Worship 8:30
Sunday School 10:00
Live Praise Band 11 :00

11
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rwell's ''Anim~I Farm'' still a good read
'4'Jkem quinn
Staff writer
The real test of any written work is that
time. Sure, critics like me can sit around
d harp on plots and characters, but the
I word on any story comes later, when
pie have either forgotten a piece of litary gristle or high school students are
ing tortured by it on their final exams.
Such is the case with George Orwell's
lmal Farm. This story of _hoof-and-paw
cialism has become a classic in the years
Ince its writing in WWI.I England . It
cently celebrated its SOth anniversary,
rked by the release of a special edition
Harcourt Brace & Company.
The first time I ran into this novel, I was
n junior high. Before I picked it up, I
ought that it was some kind of childreri's
k. When I read it, I found that it was
ything but.
In the new edition, the original text of
the novel remains the same. Orwell tells
e story of the communist revolution in
ussia and Stalin's murderous regime by
sing animaJ characters that paraUel real
ople. Inspired by an aging pig named
ajor (Lenin), the animals of Manor Farm
(Russia) kick out their ·incompetent human
bosses and set up a collective society.
Guided by the commandments of the
philosophy of animalism ("Four legs good,
IWO legs bad!") the creatures try to set up
a fair and just government, led by the pigs.
However, one of the pigs., Napoleon (Stalin)
rives out his political rival, slaughters all
issenters and sets up a dictatorship.
Assisted by the rest of the pigs,
1"11Yal)QJ.4aon .dlanges. the. laws governing the
animals to suit his purposes. The animals of
the farm are lied to about the amount of
food they have and the fate of those no
nger able to work for the pigs. The ani-

illustration by mike fletcher
mats are slowly manipulated into being the
slaves of the pigs instead of the humans.
Is everyone seeing the connections with
the Soviet Unionl
Illustrating the story are drawings and
paintings by Ralph Steadman. I found the
pictures of the pigs to be particularly interesting. You will not find cute little "Babe"type porkers here. The pigs of this' tale are
shown as big, ugly, ruthless-looking swine of
the type raised either for slaughter or to
do impressions of wild boars.
These fit in perfectly with the author's
characterization of the pigs as horrible, self-

-----------,

ish cre~tures . The pictures also clearly
show the changes the pigs made to the laws
of the animal's society that were written on
a barn wall. Each time the pigs made an
alteration, an accompanying illustration
shows what they have done, bringing home
the deception of these over-grown pork
chops. In addition, the execution of rebellious pigs and hens is shown in full, violent
color.
However, the real jewel of this edition is
the author's proposed but unpublished preface to the original edition. In it Orwell discusses the difficuJty he had in getting
Animal Farm published.
In 1945 England, Stalin was looked upon
as · an ally and admiration of the Soviet
Union was popular. Orwell's thinly veiled
criticism · of the USSR was not given a fair
hearing in literary circles. He wrote: "The
sinister fact about literary censorship iri
England is that i~ is largely voluntary.
Unpopular ideas can be silenced, and inconvenient facts kept dark:'
These words, written fifty years ago, are
still pertinent in today's world, where we
give high trading status to countries with
long records of human rights abuses.
The preface for the Ukrainian edition of
the book, printed in the 1960s, is also
included. In this Orwell gives some autobiographical background and writes about his
motivations in writing the novel.
I enjoyed these parts beeause they give
information about the ideas that gave birth
to the story and the historical context of It
straight from the horse's mouth. ·
In all, I thought that this edition was a
great way to celebrate the anniversary of a
great book. Both ftrst-tftne a.M l°Muf"rilnz
readers of Animal Farm will find much to
enjoy and ke~p their interest.
That having been said, anyone up for
some ham sandwichesl

The Game Emporium I
514 6th Street
I
CHARLESTON, IL 61920

I

(21-7) 345-1555

10%· Off Any
Purchase

---------expires Sept. 30, 1996

I
.JI
Doors Open @ Bpm

PREGNANT? HAVE KIDS?

The Coles County Health Department Offers:

WIC "' Family Case Management * Immu~tions
-School Physicals * Family Planning Services
Free HIV Testing and Counseling

TONIGHT

Call to find out what we can do for you!
348-0530 / 258-0530 825 l 8tb Street. Charleston
office hours 8:30 - 4:30 Monday - Friday
What II the CLUB? Come and HEARi

.

TOMORROW

All About It • ..
Hot Alternative Band
Green Day•Red Hot Chili Peppers•Spin Doctors•REM
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DR.MOREAU
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BRANDO .· ·~·
31
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Roommates

For Rent

Announcements

FOR LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE rates call Bill Hall at HAU
INSURANCE 345-7023 or stop
by 101 O East Lincoln

NEED CASH. WE BUY cd's,
tapes, video games. Music
Exchange. 234-3668

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP.
Female non-smoker. Nice, clean
apt. $210/month. 12 mo. lease.
Call Angle 348-7037.

QUIET 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT. McArthur
Manor. 345-2231

------~-~·8123

~-~-----1219

1 ROOMMATE NEED FOB 3
BEDROOM apartment at the
Atrium,
furnished
and
clean.
___
___
_very
__
8/30

EXPERIENCED HOUSE CLEANER, reasonable rates, references
available- call Katie P. at 5818020!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,8123

1977 14-by 70 2 BDRM 1 1/2

DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
and microwaves. 3 sizes avail·a ble. Cartyle Rental 820 Uncoln
Ave. 348-7746

Help Wanted
BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR AN
ENERGETIC TWO year old on
weekends. Times will vary. 5815653
~~----~-__;8/30
NEEDING VOLUNTEERS FOR
CHILDREN'S Health Safety
Awareness Day: One day event
from 9-3 Sat. Sept. 21st. Call
345-4063. Ask for Maria

_ _ _ _ __,__ ___:8130

HELP WANTED: Apply in person
.at Hong Kong House. 1505 18th

St.

~---------'81'26

VOLUNTEER
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE, for Project Directors.
Minimal time commitment of 2-3
hours a month. Help coordinate
activities with a local agency.
Examples include nursing homes,
hospice , Big Sisters. Call the
Student Volunteer Center at 3480230
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:81'26
PART TIME POSITIOl'l AVAIL·
ABLE immediately. 10-15 hours
per week plus bonuses. Must be
enthusiastic, dependQble and
able to communicate well with the
public. Someone interested in
public relations preferred. Apply
in person at Gandolfi Chlropratic
at 2115 18th St.

----~~---·8128

HELP WANTED: WE ARI:
NEEDING a dance teacher
trained in ballet, tap & jazz.
Dance Teaching Experience preferred. We are also needing gymnastics coaches. Call the Mattoon
Academy of Gymnastics and
Dance 235-1080.

~-~------8/27

LOOKING
FOR
SOCCER
COACH to work with Mattoon
league 9-11 yr. olds. Must be willing to commit 1-2 evenings a
week. Salary negotiable. Call
234-n39 or 234-4890
8/27
il"""o.....,'i,.,..AN--.-v~·u-JU~b~RS-:~'W£~,~~·ab

%fl'OnQ1ft™'\¥11rJc;li~!fJL'Ys'\;'woric
in our nursery. Must be willing to
work weekends! Our hours are 85 but we will work around your
class schedule. Apply in person.
Four Seasons Garden Center
South 4th Street. Ask for Dan or
Jill.

~-------~8123

YOU CAN MAKE A 1)JFFERENCE. Volunteer.for the Coalition
Against Domestic Violence
Hotline. Training will begin
September 11th. Those interested call CADV at (217) 348-5931 .

~---------~~3

PEPSI-COLA. HA$ LOCAL
INTERNSHIP o,pportunities.
Hourly wage and tuition reimbursement possible for career
minded individuals. Apply at
Charleston Area Chamber of
Cdmmerce, 801 Jackson on
Saturday, August 24th from 8
a.m.-12 p.m. or call 217-3423101

~-~------1219

EXOTIC DANCERS WANTED:
Make up to $500 cash per night.
18 & over. Also hiring female bertenders, hostesses, and massage
girts. Apply tonight 0 Panthers 89 p.m.

---~-~--~--~812S

DAY
CARE
ASSISTANCE/HOUSEKEEPER.
Part time mornings, energetic,
responsible, $6/hour. 345-3789

ROOMMATE NEEDED SHARE
NICE 2BR with female:own room;
large closet, kitchen, IMng room;
air; furnished; 5 min. to campus;$260 month for rent. Must be
mature and responsible. Call
Alyson 34~1965

---~~--~.,.-8123

Sublessors

8123

~S~A~LE~s=---,,R~E=P,..--N=E=ED~ED-

lmmedlate opening at your university. Offering exceptional pay
and very flexible hours. Cati
Accent Screen Printing 1-800243-7941

_ _ _..;__ _ _ ___:8126

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS:
Charleston Lumber is looking for
energetic work-er~ not afraid of
hard work! Work includes deliveries, yard work and clean up.
Please apply at 202 6th st. No
phone calls. Wage will be determined by experience! Must have
drivers
license.
a
_valid
__
__
_ _ _ _8123
DIREC1. CARE PROFESSIONALS NEEDED in a 24 hour resi-dential program providing services to adults and children with
developmental
disabilities.
Evening and weekend shifts
available. Applications may be
picked up at CCAR Industries,
825 18th St., Charleston, IL.
61920. E.0.E.

8/30

S"'"P""R""l-N"""G_B....,R....,E.,..A""'"K-'9-7--SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE. STS is hiring CAMPUS
REPS/GROUP ORGANIZERS to
promote trips to Cancun, Jamaica
and Florida. Call 800-648-4849
for information on joining
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator.

.......,..,,,------~---9/S

BARTENDER, CHARLESTON
ELKS. 720 6th St. Apply after 3
p.m. E.O.E. Male/Female

SUBLESSOR NEEDED: CALL
348-7660 MALE OR FEMALE

8123

....
EV-.,,,E""'"R_W_A_N_T._E,_D_T_O_L_l_V_E, ON
THE square? Juniors, Seniors &
Graduate students we have the
place for you. Low renf, real nice
place. Need 2 sublessors for
spring ·& summer. Call 345-9305
for info.

------~-----~8128

SUBLESSOR NEEDED IMMEDlATELY to live in large house 1
block from the square. Please call
348-8275

'M 'ALE OFi °FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED FOR LIFE DRAWING
CLASSES. $4.25/hour. Apply at
Art Office, FAA 216.

Adoption

FOR RENT: 4 BEDROOM FOR
4-6 students. 953 Division St.
235-4761

81'26

AND MICROWAVES. 3 sizes
available. Carlyle Rental 820
Lincoln Ave. 348-7746

--------~12/9

QUIET ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED apartment near square.
Utilities paid. $425/month. Call
345-4336 after 5 p.m.
-..,,.--------8/23
2 BEDROOM HOUS'E FOR 2-3,
clean, quiet, non-smokers .
Hardwood floors throughout. Low
utilities. many pluses. $210 each
345-2564
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _an;T

,,

"'

•"8123

WANTED UPPER-CLASSMAN
OR GRADUATE, female nonsmoker to share a 2 bedroom furnished apartment. McArthur
Manor 345-2231.
:L:-:-IN:-:c=-o=-L-,N-W--=o-o--D--P-1N- E-TR EE
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
PATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR,
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTENANCE. APPOINTMENT 345-

6000.
,-,-,----,,-------12/9

HOUSE 3 BLOCKS form Eastern
next to Morton Park. Washer
Dryer hookup. Room for 4 to 6
students. 346-!5417

8126
f\Jr-

AV
-:-:
7.Afl.A:--:-:---B-LE~N--OW
-2B-D.,....RM.-.

Roommates
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO
SHARE house, deposit r«iuired.
Semester lease. Call 345-8489

~------~-· 812

nished Apt. Water/Trash paid.
12mo/1ease. $420. No pets. 947
4trT St. 348-7746

r.:;;.,:;T;::H=1s=s::;=PA=c=E=F=o=R==R=E=N=r=::t ~boonesbury
PLACE YOUR

8USINESSAO
Here
FoRMORE
DETAILS
CALL 581-2812
liJ~IP.IJ;;l~lf.J~

I

Sell Your

I

I UNWANTED ITEMS I
In the

CLASSIFIED SECTION

II Daily Eastern
of The
I
News I

For Sale
CLASS RINGS TOKENS Before
you Ol'der your class ring, stop by
Tokens. Precious metal rings
starti~g at $159.

:=--,,..,;.;..===-:..,-.,.,,~---==..,---'916

FULL SIZE WATER BED In gooQ
condition. $50 080 581-8015_

---~-----·8fl7

90 CAMRY 5-SPEED. ONE
OWNER. Outstanding condition
and appearance. Must see and
drive to appreciate. Call 345-6263
evenings or leave message·.
Daytime phone 345-4341.

8126

~19~8-6-B~L-A~C~K.,.-C_O_N_V_E-RT..-IBLE

Alliance Renault. $1800.00 345-

1621'
~~--~---~8123

Lost & Found

D--o--R
__M
__
S_1z=E_R
__E
=F-RIG_E_R_A~TORS

12/9

LOVING CHRISTIAN COUPLE"
WISHING TO ADOPT! We are
eager to share our love & i;ecurity
with a baby through adoption,
especially, since Judy was adopted. If you are considering adoir
lion for your baby, please call us
or our attorney, collect: JOHN &
JUDY 618/628-1564 DEBORAH
COBB 6181692-6300.

8127

1988 BMW 528E 4dr. leather
seats, sunroof, good condition.
345-5219

For Rent

UNIVERSITY UNfON REFRIGERATOR RENTALS still has units
available. Rent one today! Call
36~~- ~--~posit requir11d.

Wanted

BATH. $9,000. 348-0286

WATCH LOST BETWEEN PEMBERTON and the student union
on Aug. 19th. Please call Ed
Bryson at 345-2402 if found.

_ _ _B.'26

Announcements
RUMMAGE SALE SAT. AUG. 24
8-noon 28 Third St. Children's +
Adult's clothing. Toys, Solarflex,
mini blinds, kitchen and misc.
items
8/23
ATT_T_E~N~t~1o~N~:~w~A~N-T~P~R~o
.....FEss10NAL EXPERIENCE? CHECK
THIS OUT!!! Sigma Iota Lambda,
Pre-Law Society 1st meeting for
Fall 96: Tuesday, August 27th,
2:30 p.m. CH206 or Wednesday,
August 28th, 3:00 p.m. CH121.
Information on membership,
guest speakers, mock trials, and
LS.A.T. Prep-course. With a
class of its own welcoming
everyone from all majors.

~--------__:8126

WELCOME BACK EIU STUDENTS. COME TAY PETE'S
NEW BREWS, MUST BE 21
YRS. OLD TO TASTE. EASTSIDE PACKAGE, RT 130 AT
JACKSON AVE.

_ _ _ _~8123

-=--~,,__

JOIN DONNA'S LAUNDRY-CLUB! Prepay & ~ave Si)ver
$69.95 Blue $49.95. We still have
our 15 lb. bags! 345-3454.
8/23
A..,.,rr=
. =E:::-rm=o""'N..,..·...,.A_
u__,,s=ru
_D
_E
= N,.,-T.s111
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COLLEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800243-2435

~--~~---~1219

ATTEtHIONJIATTENTIONll
GREEK SOCIAL CHAIRS: Want
to party in the best place? STU'S!
Make res. for functions.
Randy/RC 348-8387

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___;8123

DELTA SIGMA Pl CO-ED busi'11888 fraternity will be hosting fall
recruitment.starting Tuesday Aug.
27 at 7 p.m; in Coleman
Auditorium
.
•
~~---~~--~8127
WELCOME BACK LASd ~E"'1BERSI Hope you had a great
summer! And I hope to see you ·at
the picnic on Tuesday. Teresa

.

8127

HAPPY BIRTHDAY QUINCY
SOUZA of Alpha Gamma Delta,
Loya, the men of Sigma Pi

~----~-----'8123

CHECK OUT CHRONIC ITCH on
Sunday, August 25th in the Quad
for RSO Day at 4 p.m. and on the
radio on 95.3 in Champaign at 11
~-.II)·

Verge of the Week

HAPPY 21ST BIBTHDAY
CY SOUZA! You're legal. L
Steve
CHEAP TRANSPORT~
SEE STEVE at Owen H
new/used scooters and
cles. 422 Madison. 348-5500
WELCOME BACK. EIU
DENTS. COME TRY PE
NEW BREWS. MUST BE 21
OLD TO TASTE. EASTS
PACKAGE, RT. 130 AT JA
SON AVE.
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NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER weekend masses at 11 a.m.
p .m., Sunday August 25, in Coleman Auditorium.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Lighthouse 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. tonight in
Basement of W.F. 2202 4th St. There's no cover charge and no
restriction if you're an EIU or Lake Land student.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP Choir rehearsal at 6 p.m. tonig
room 013 Fine Arts Building. Old members please attend. Those i
ested in becoming new members may come too.
ASSOCIATION OF HONOR Students "Kick. Off Picnic" at noon,
August 24 at Fox Ridge. Meet at Honors Office at noon and meet
AHS members.
EIU TROMBONE ENSEMBLE group seeking new members (not m
majors). Group rehearses each week, performs regular1y. Call M
Dept. at 581-6118 if interested.
.
DELTA SIGMA THETA Service Project 6 - 8 p.m., Tues. Sept 3 at
Hilltop Nursing Home. All volunteers are welcome to attend and
ups will be available at our party Sat. For more info. call 7087.
DELTA PSI KAPPA Physical Education's Office meeting at 7
Monday, August 26 in the Laotz P<><>!~lo..19git.,~1qiatSt:iiJ1~llliiiil
Kraus 348-1390.
.,
· ~ •
.._,,.,
ALPHA PHI ALPHA fraternity, Inc. afterset party immediately fol
the BSU Union party tonight at 1515 11th St. Alpha house. Music
be provided by 20 & 5 Productions.
BLACK STUDENT UNION party at 10 p.m. tonight in the Unive
ballroom. Must have a picture ID for entry.
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. "Car Wash" from 10 a.m. - 2 r.
Saturday, August 24 at Dominoes. Volunteers are welcome.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA active meeting at 7 p.m. Sunday August 25 in
Charleston/Mattoon room. We have a.lot to discuss s0 come find
what's going on this semester.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO "Campus Social" at 4:30 p.m. today at
Sigma Gamma Rho house in Greek Court.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP worship service at 9 a.m.
10:30 a.m. Sunday August 25 at 2231 S. 4th St.
DELTA SIGMA THETA Union party at 10 p.m. - 1:45 a.m. Satu
August 24 in the University Union. Must have a picture ID •

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONL:
any non-profit. campus organ~tional event. All Clips should be subm·
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEF
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. ·(Thursday is
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEAD
WILL NOl' be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip t
illegible or contains conflicting infonnation WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips
edited for available space,

the Verge of the Weekend

classified advertisin

University.
4. A student may challenge
the content of his/her education
record on the basis that one or
more Items are misleading,
inaccurate, or otherwise inappropriate. He/she may request
that the item(s) be amended,
corrected, or deleted. (Grade
appeals are administered under
separate University policy.)
UESTS TO WITHHOLD
If his/her challenge is not
'INFORMATION
resolved to his/her satisfaction,
the student may make a formal
udents wishing to make
ests to withhold personal.. request for a hearing on a form
ory information unaer the
available at the designated
s published below must
office where the records in
IO each year. Students who
question are maintained.
l1111t year that directoThe student and custodian of
the records shall ·thereafter
nnation be withheld must
a new request if they wish schedule a meeting with a
Information withheld in
review officer appointed by the
6-97 school year. Forms. President. An ad hoc commity be pickect up frolT!. the
tee of faculty and administrative
r-ds Off~e. Olcl. Mlin 119.
personnel, appointed by the
~-- f'8d out and
President, shall act . as an
·t11att: S.Ptember appeal review committee in the
1 a·.._Mit:hael D. Taylor,
event a challenge is not
istrar
resolved. The review committee
PUBLIC NOTICE
shall conduct its hearing accordories of Information which
ing to established federal regutern Illinois University Has
lations and report its decision
Directory within.14 calendar days from the
signated as
nnation:
date of the request for a hearing. All decisions may be
der the Educational Rights
nd Privacy Act of 1974,
appealed to the President.
If a student believes that the
aatern Illinois University is
red to give public notice of
university has failed to comply
categories of student inforwith requirements of the Act,
lion which it has designated he/she may make a formal comdirectory information. Those
plaint to the Family Educational
ories are published below.
Rights and ·Privacy Office
request that any or all of the
(FERPO) of the Department of
ory information concerning
Education.
er should not be released
Students- ar.e herein advised
out prior approval, a student
that it is University policy to for~
uld appear in person prior -to
ward appropriate education
o p.m. on Tuesday, records on request to a school
ptember 3, 1996, at the
in which a student seeks or
cords Office, 119 Old Main
intends to enroll.
·
make the request in writing
The following is a list of stufo rms provided by the · - dent records maintained by the
ersity. Student ldentlflcaUniversity, including the location
ii is required at ttie time of and custodian of each:

fficial

notices

·la"'

tequest. ••••••••••

ACADEMIC, inciuding permanent record, grade changes,
and removal of
iAcomplete
forms, high schOOI transcripts,
transcr'ipts and evaluations
from other post-secondary educational institutions; academic
waivers,
letters of academic dismissal, and letters -Of rein.statement.
-Registrar
119 Old Main
ADVISEMENT, including -grade
reports and test scores for students assigned
· to the
Academic A~istance Center.
-Academic Assistance
Center (only students
assigned to the Center)
Director, Academic
Assistance Center
100 Blair Hall
Individual Advisors

hlete's
Position
on
am/Squad, Height, Weight,
School Attended.
PRIVACY ACT RIGHTS
nder the Educational Rights
Privacy Act of 1974, each
tudent of Eastern .Illinois
lversity is granted the right to
ct and review his/her edution records in accordance
the policies and procedures
pted by the University to
ement the Act.
ies ol the Eastern Illinois
lversity policy on the Privacy
· his of Eastern Illinois
ersity students are available
the Records Office, 119 Old

~~~tr~Sting access to

er, educjlot~ecords

Shaff

eirt as-follaw.$i_' .,,:. ' .· "

A 8tudent wiathng· to teView
er education records shall
plete a request to inspect
rsonal records at the desigted office whe're those·
rds are maintained.
A student shall be granted
view of his/her education
rds as soon as possible and
later than 45 days after
ipt of his/her request. The
ecific time and location for
h review shall be determined
the custodian of the record.
The custodian shall ensure
t the student (a) has filed a
itten request, (b) presents
ropriate identification, (c)
s only his/her record, and
reviews his/her record under
riate supervision.
Records or portions of
rds may be provided to the
dent upon request for a fee
ich covers the cost to the
varsity for copying the
rd. The amount charged
II be copying charges regurly established by the

ALUMNI, including information
submitted with application for
9f11duation.
-Director, Alumni
Service
Linder House
ATTENDANCE RECORDS AND
ABSENCE REPORTS
-Individual instructors '
and department heads
CAMPS AND CONFERENCES
-Director, Housing
University Union
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT, including credenevaltials, student teaching
uations, employer· references,
and College and University
recommendations.
..:.......Oirector of Career
.PlamliJ!Q @nd PJacement Center
,·..
.tt Student Services
''
Building
CONTINUING EDUCATION;
including registration .materials
for short courses,
workshops, non-credit courses, academic conferences, and ottcampus
courses.
~ean. School of Adult·
and Continuing Education
206 Blair Hall

111 Lumpkin Hall
--College of Education and
Professional Studies
1008 International House
--College of Arts and
Humanities
219 Doudna Fine Arts
Center
--Graduate School
206 Old Main
OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE
DIRECTOR OR
COORDINATOR
--Board of Governors
Degree Coordinator
205 Blair Hall
--Career Occupations
Degree Director
304 Kiehm Hall
FINANCIAL AIDS, including
loans, financial aid, scholarships
and health insurance.
-Director of Financial Aids
East Wing, Student
Services Building
FOREIGN STUDENTS
-International Student
Advisor
211 Old Main
FRATERNITY AND SORORITY
MEMBERSHIP
-Assistant Director of
Student Activities
316 University Union
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS ·
-Dean, Graduate Schoof
206 Old Main

APPLICATION FOR
GRADUATION
Application and reapplicati-0n
for graduation for Fall
Semester 1996 must be
PETITIONS FOR REINSTATEaccomplished no later than the
MENT
"--Dean, Enrollment
deadline of 4:30 p.m. on Friday,
·Management August 30, 1996. The applica116 Old Main
tion forms are available in your
' appropriate
dean's
REGISTRATION, in.eluding
office.-Michael D. Taylor,
schedules and changes, fees
Registrar
paid, outstanding bills,
and
withdrawal forms.
FALL ADDS/DROPS
-Director of Registration
The deadline for adding a Fall
16 McAfee Gymnasium
class is FRIDAY, AUGUST
• 23-TODAY; Add classes by
SCHOLARSHIP DATA (EIU
using the Touch-Tone System
Foundation)
until evening hours end tonight.
-Executive Officer, ElU
The deadline for DROPPING a
class is FRIDAY, AUGUST 30,
Foundation
Brainard House
4 p.m., if you do not want the
class to appear on your record
or if you do not want to be
STUDENT HOUSING, including
charged for the hours. Plan to
application material, billing, and
call in on Touch-Tone at least
assignment information. . ·
15 minutes before the system
-Director ot Housing
goes down.-Michael D. Taylor,
University .Union
Registrar
VETERANS, including Veterans
AUDIT DEADLINE
Administration . educational
The .deadline for requesting
records and
educational
AUDIT grading status In TUESitems relating to use of beriefrts.
DAY, AUGUST 27, 4 p.m. Pick
·-Director, Veterans
up . an .audit card In the
· Services
102 Student Services . Registration Office, have it
. Building signed by the instructor of the
Michael D. Taylor, Registrar,
class, and return it to the
Registration Office by the
Records Office
deadline. A student must be
officially enrolled in a class

ACROSS
1 "Backdraff'

gear
•Approximates
1S Wind: .Prefix
1e Credit card cost
17.G.l.'sbills
1e Prospectors'
helpers
19 Formal footwear
ao Place for a hole,
often
21 Square dance
partners
22 When repeated,
a 1968 pop flit
n Certain trousers
21Knot
29 Acting Gardner
21 Have--see
·29 Pollster's
finding

31 State of

113 Tonto's Scout,

emergency
33Attacker
34Coldwar
headquarters
35Fetter
•Cartoon brawl
exdamation
40 Locker room
discussion
•t Pari-- (81 an
equal rate)
44 Tender looks
u Catchall abbr.
. . Smelter input
•7 Scottish clan
leader
. . Skiing mecca
so Kind of fall
S2CPR
administrator

for one
MSChedule
'17 Geometer's
concern
SI Like brewers'
hops
51 Escape.the
unders1anding
of
eo University Park ·
campus
e1 Counted tree
rings, e.g.

'

' "'J- ~,.. ..- • • ~

before requesting audit grading
status.-Michael D. Taylor,
Registrar
MAJORS, MINORS, OPTIONS
If you are a student who needs
to declare majors, minors, or
options, go to the Registration
Office, McAfee south basement, as soon as possible. If
you want to change your major
FROM undeclared or pre-business, go to the Academic
Assistance Center, Blair Hall,
Room 100.-Michael D. Taylor,
Registrar·
FINAL EXAM INFORMATION
Please be aware that the Final
Exam Schedule for Fall 1996 Is
published on page 5 of the
FALL SEMESTER 1996 Class
Schedule. Class schedules are
available on the shelf outside
Registration Office, basement
of
McAfee
southeast
entrance.-Frank Hohengarten,
Dean, Enrollment Management
STUDENT INFORMATION
CHANGES
When changes occur, errors
are detected, or-information is
missing in the following basic
student information items,
please report them to the
offices indicated: Housing
Office - local and/or home
address and telephone numbers; Enrollment Management,
116 Old Main - resident status;
Registration, South Basement
McAfee - degree, major, minor,
option; Records Office.- social
security number, name, classification, marital status, or any
other changes or additions not
covered
above.-Frank
Hohengarten, Dean, Enrollment
Management
ATTENTION PRE-BUSINESS
STUDENTS
Students who have completed
42 semester hours AND three
of the following courses-Ace
2100, ACC 21SO, AIS/COM
2100, MGT 2750, COM
281<>-with a grade of C or better may now apply for admission to the School of Business
in the Lumpkin College of
Business and Applied Sciences
(Lumpkin Hatt 112) for Spring
Semester 1997. All ffve tool
courses and 60 semester hours
must be completed by the end
of Fall Semester 1996.
Deadline for making application
is September 15, 1996.-Ted
lvarle, Dean, Lumpkin College
of Business and Applied
Sciences
STUDENT INSURANCE
RE-ENROLLMENT
Students who have filed for the
EIU Student Insurance Refund
and wish to re-enroll in the
Student Health Insurance program may do -so by completing
a re-enrollment form. and making payment of $56 by Friday,
August 30, 1996, before 4:30
p.rn. A minimum of 9 semester
hours, or a graduate assistant

fl

ship is required to qualify for
re-en1oflment. Cont1t0t the
Student Health Insurance
Office, second floor, East Wing,
Student Services Building, o.r
call 581-5290.-Joyce Hackett,
Medical Insurance Spat:iallst
PART-TIME STUDENT
INSURANCE
Fall Semester 1996 students
who are registered for 9, 10, or
11 hours as resident students
may
purchase
Student
Accident and Sickness Insurance for the semester by
obtaining an application from
Student Health Insurance located In the Student Services
Building East Wing, and making payment prior to 3:30 p.rn.
AUGUST SO, 1996 at the
Cashier's window in the
Business Office. The cost is
$56.-Joyce Hackett, Medical
Insurance Specialist
STUDENT INSURANCE
REFUND
If you are enrolled 12 hours or
more Fall Semester 1996, or
you are a graduate assistant,
the Student Health Insurance
fee will be included in your
tuition bill. Students who can
provide evidence of having
health insurance equal to or
better than the EIU Student
Health Insurance, may request
the "Petition for Insurance
Exemption• forms from the
Student Health Insurance
Office located in the Student
Services Building, East Wing.
A copy of your insurance com.pany's outline of coverage or a
copy of your medical ID card
must be attached to the completed "Petition for Insurance
Exemption" form. AUGUST 30,
1996 is the last date these petitions will be accepted for Fall
Semester
1996 .-Joyce
Hackett, Medical Insurance
Specialist
DEPENDENT INSURANCE
Students who have our Student
Accident
and
Sickness
Insurance for Fall Semester
1996, and who desire to purchase Fall Semester coverage
for their dependents should
obtain
a,pllcatlon from
Sluoent 11ealth Insurance -0'ffice
located in the Student Services
Building, East Wing, and make
payment prior to 3:30 p.m.,
AUGUST 30, 1996 at the
Cashier's window in the
Business Office. Cost for Fall
Semester 1996 dependent cove rage is: Spouse, $738.15;
EACH CHILD, $463.26. Please
note: Even though you have
purchased spouse and/or
dependent insurance coverage,
spouse and dependents are not
entitled to use the Pharmacy or
Health Services with the purchase of !his lnsurance.-Joyce
Hackett, Medical Insurance
Specialist

•n

DOWN
1#
2 Head-to-toe
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EVALUATIVE ITEMS AND
REPORTS RELATING TO STU"
DENT'S PROGRESS TOWARD
GRADUATION

..

FULL-TIME STUDENT
ACADEMICALLY
In order to be considered a fulltime student academically, an
undergraduate student must
carry at least 12 semester
hours each semester and at
least 6 semester hours during a
summer term. A graduate student must carry at least 9
semester hours each semester
and at least 6 semester hours
during a summer term. This is
the rule by which Records
Office certifies students as fullti me. For loan deferments,
both graduate and undergraduate students must carry at least
12 semester hours to be considered full time and at least 6
semester hours to be consid-.
ered half time. This applies to
fall and spring semesters and
to summer term. If you have
questions concerning any of
this, please contact. Records
Office.-Michael D. Taylor,
Registrar

GRANTS-IN-AID OFFICER
:.........arants-ln-Aid Officer
102 Student Services
Building

DISCIPLINARY AND BEHAVIORAL RECORDS
.
· .- -UniversitY Judicial
Haaring Officer
Unive~ity Union

OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE
DEAN
--College of Sciences
202 Old Main .
-l.wmpkiA College of
Business and Applie~ ~!en~s

GRADE. CHANGE APPEALS
Appeals to change assigned
grades must be initiated by the
student through the appropriate
instructors within four weeks
after the start of the grading
period following the one for
which the contested grades are
recorded. The deadline for
Summer Term 1996 grade
change appeals is Monday,
September 16, 1996.-Michael
D. Taylor, Registrar

friday.8.23.1996

..

7 Getting crocked
&Pop
9 Microwaved
10 Stop up
11 Turnstile
cheater
12 Recently
U 1973 hit · - Stronger Every
Day"
HOwned (up)
23 Succotash
ingredient
:M Stepping spots
27Tothemax
28 70'-s singer
Garrett

Puzzle by Chuck Deodene

308ringin
32 Israeli writer

- - Oz
33 Public regard

35 English garden
feature
3& Looking freshly
groomed
37Leeway
38 Fenced-in
40 Series of
troubles
41 Soda can
feature
a.
""lo·.Ji~°-:1.

•

•2 Reach
51 Volunteer's
•3 Galleon crew
home: Abbr.
44 Africa's smallest 53 Made, as a case

country
. . Compassion
•9 Cy Young
winner, 1988

.
55 Scores atR.F.K.
58 City near
Arnhem

"'the

friday.8.23.1996

All applicants for Illinois teaching certificates (or administrative or
school service personnel certificates) must pass the Illinois
Certification Tests before being issues a certificate. These consist of a Basic Skills Test and a subject-matter examination. It is
suggested that the Basic Skills Test be taken early in one's college career and the subject exam be taken after the completion
of all or most of the courses in one's major. Since these tests
are given only four times each year, interested individuals should
be aware of the dates and deadlines listed below. Anyone having questions concerning these exams, or needing registration
forms, study guides, or assistance, may contact the College of
Education and Professional Studies in International House, Rm.
1008.
Registration Deadline

Test Date

Score Report Date

DULE

FALL 1996 TEST

TEACHER CERTIFICATION EXAMS

WRITING COMPETENCY
*(Fee - $14)
CONSTITUTION
*(Fee. $2)
HEALTH STUDIES
*(Fee - $2)
TAP
*(Fee - $15)

Verge of the Week

.QAIE
Oct. 5
Nov. 9

IIM.E

REGISTRATION

9a.m.
9a.m.

Begins Aug. 19
Begins Oct. 7

Oct. 15
Nov. 7
Nov. 21

7p.m.
2:30p.m.
2:30.p.m.

Begins Aug. 19
Begins Oct. 16
Begins Nov. 8

Nov. 7
Nov. 21

2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Begins Aug. 19
Begins Nov. 8

Sept. 28
Oct. 26
Dec. 7

8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.

Begins Aug. 19
Begins Sept. 30
Begins Oct. 28

NOTE: NO REGISTRATION WILL BE ACCEPTED DURING THE SEVEN DAYS BEFORE AN
EXAM.
***************************************************************************************************************

Oct. 12, 1996

Aug. 30; 1996. ~

Nov. 22, 1996

A picture ID (driver's "cense preferred) is required for registration. *The test fee can be billed to
your University Student Account.

Jan.11, 1997

Nov. 29, 1996

Feb.21, 1997

************************************************************t************************************************..

Apr. 12, 1997

Feb.28, 1997

May 23, 1997

July 12, 1997

May 30, 1997

Aug.22, 1997

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
BEGINNING AUGUST 19, REGISTER AT THE TABLE IN THE UNION BOOKSTORE LOUNG
BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 11 A.M. AND 2 P.M. YOU MAY REGISTER FOR THE FOLLOWIN
TESTS: WRITING COMPETENCY, CONSTITUTION, HEALTH STUDIES COMPETENCY, AN
TAP.

-Larry J. Ankenbrand, Associate Dean, College of Education and
Professional Studies
IF THE BOOTH IS CLOSED, REGISTRATION IS HELD AT THE TESTING SERVICES OFFICE,
202 STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING, DURING THOSE HOURS ONLY.

SEATING IS LIMITED ON ALL TESTS - REGISTER EARLY TO ASSURE A SEAT
-Douglas Bow
Direcfor_of Testing Servic

M K\I Payment Option:

When We Say We Ad
Match Competitors Ads

.\T\I DEBIT l' \RDS

SAME LOW PRICES
at ALL THREE WCATIONS

WE DO IT!!!

2000 Western Ave - Mattoon
WIG Coupons Accepted

505 W. Lincoln - Chareston

Walker's

New ATM Cash Machine, WIG

960 18th St. - Chareston
New ATM Cash Machine, WIG

• Money Orders - 39¢
• Food Stamps Acc~pted
• Postage Stamps

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

TO L/Mrr QUANrrlES

•
•
•

Coupons Accepted
Copy Service
Lotto

Demonstration Tables Throughout West Side of Store Only Sat. August 24

• 1000

in Gift Certificates and Prizes

COl<E - PEPSI
2

Tombstone-D

Liters

Tony's -

Giorno Pizza .........$4.97 each

Deep Dish Pizza....21 $5.50

each

·Jacks-.Pizza Burst. ............ .4,$5.00 each

Bunny Bread 16oz ................ :....................97¢

KELL Y-'S ·CHIPS

~ All Varieties

Butternut White Bread 20oz ..............$1.07 loaf

New

Lewis Bakery Potato Bread .......$1.69 ge~L!,YF~ee

Wonder Bread D'Jour

1c·E CREAM
Prarie Farms Old Recipe.•...•.••..•....2,$5.00

1/2 gallon ·

Edy's Traditlonal...................~•.....•••.••$4

112 gallon

,

Breadsticks ............ $2.03 pkg.
First National

Bagels ................. 97¢

All

varieties

Drawing Will Be Sat. August 2, at West Side Location P· Eff · eFriday Aug 23rd •Sunday Aug 25th 1996

